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Track A
● Start from an operator definition 

for pdfs
○ Only UV divergence
○ Use renormalization

● Factorization
○ Region analysis (Libby 

Sterman)
○ Higher order corrections 

via nested subtractions



Track B 
 

● Assert(?) a factorization in 
terms of bare pdf. 

● Isolate collinear divergences 
from partonic structure 
function.

● Reabsorb singularities inside 
bare pdf. 

Curci, Furmanski, Petronzio (1980) 
“bare factorization”



If            is positive 

Positivity argument

If            is positive 

then             is positive 





Track B:    “bare factorization”
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An example: factorization in a Yukawa model

Note that mu dependence cancels



Observations
● F1 is mu independent

● This means once can choose any scale 
for the pdf and it will give the same F1 

● Even a negative pdf will give a good 
approximation to F1

● Factorization in a Yukawa theory does 
not excludes negative MSbar pdfs



Ok, so is this issue a purely academic point 
or does it have practical consequences?



Some examples of negative pdfs



Why?  Because   cross section predictions in the unmeasured 
region can become negative



Pros 

● Uncertainties on PDFs are 
smaller 

● Cross section predictions at 
extreme kinematics are positive

Cons

● How do we interpret negative 
cross sections? Negative PDFs or 
failure of factorization/pQCD? 



Ok, so are there more consequences?
-> what about the “dark spin”? 





SU(2)

SU(3)

Positivity

Hyperon beta-decays

Constraints from 
SIDIS with kaons 
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Theory/external constraints



Polarized jet data 
cannot discriminate 
between positive 
& negative solutions 



Polarized Jets



Helicity basis



(updated version in progress)



● First ever universal analysis of pol. & 
upol. PDFs and fragmentation functions

● Consistent UQ for polarized antiquarks in 
the nucleon

● Clear evidence of an asymmetry,
with opposite sign compared to         
unpolarized sea asymmetry 
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Summary/Outlook
● Track B based positivity of MS 

PDFs are not really supported       
on formal grounds 

● Imposing positivity is a strong bias, 
e.g., cannot tell if factorization is 
failing or HO corrections are 
needed (or both) in computing 
observables in extreme kinematics 

● Has practical consequences in   
spin physics, Soffer bounds, etc. 
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Backup



Unpolarized Jets



One of the arguments

If this is  
positive

…then this must 
be positive



If this is positiveIs this positive?

Yes, how about higher orders?



Yes, too!  So  pdfs in MSbar are positive!


